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1. Introduction 

This manual was prepared for the standalone version of T3SEpp 

(version 1.0) and the related modules. For usage of the T3SEpp 

webserver, please refer to the HELP page of the T3SEpp website. The 

link is: http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp. 

 

This manual demonstrated the usage of T3SEpp and the modules with 

detailed examples, but did not introduce too much on methodology. For 

methodological details, parameter optimization and model performance 

please refer to http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp/modules.html.  

 

T3SEpp could be run as a whole pipeline. Alternatively, the modules 

could be used independently. The manual illustrated the usage of 

T3SEpp in Section 2, and the modules or related models in the 

remaining sections. 

 

2. Manual of T3SEpp  

1) System requirement: Linux or Mac. 

 

2) Software or package prerequisites: The following software or 

packages should be pre-installed and configured into environmental 

variable path. Note that in Linux system, the Tensorflow needs to be 

activated before running T3SEpp (source  /root/tensorflow/bin/activate). 

 

Perl 5  

R version 3.3 or later 

Python3 

*GO (version 1, if source code compilation needed) 
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BLAST suite version 2.2.30+ 

HMMER3.1 

Numpy 1.18.1 

Pandas 0.25.3 

Tensorflow 1.3.0 

Keras 2.1.2 

argparse  

 

3) Download and installation of T3SEpp:  

The T3SEpp package (T3SEpp.v1.0) for Linux or Mac system could be 

downloaded from the website: http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp.   

Decompress the “T3SEpp.tar.gz” and get into ~/T3SEpp/ from 

terminal. If the pre-compiled version does not work, try to re-compile all 

the GO scripts in the “codes” sub-folder of ~/T3SEpp/sigHMM/, 

~/T3SEpp/cbdHMM/, ~/T3SEpp/effectHMM/, ~/T3SEpp/transHMM/, 

~/T3SEpp/flBlast/, ~/T3SEpp/SeqAac/, ~/T3SEpp/SignalP/, 

~/T3SEpp/PSORTb/ and ~/T3SEpp/TMHMM/, and replace the binary 

files in to the “bin” sub-folder of each module with the newly compiled 

ones, respectively. Compiling GO scripts: 

$ cd  ~/T3SEpp/MODULE_NAME/bin 

$ go  build  ../codes/xxx.go 

“xxx.go” is the script in “codes” sub-folder of MODULE_NAME. Compile 

all the scripts. Also, compile “T3SEppPrep.go” and “T3SEpp.go” and put 

the binary result files in the same directory (~/T3SEpp/). 

	

4) Input files:   

There is a necessary protein sequence file and four optional other input 

files (promoter sequence file, PSORTb prediction file, SignalP prediction 

file and TMHMM prediction file). If there is more than one file, the 

protein or gene name for each file must be consistent, in terms of the 

total number and identity. The names should not contain a space or an 

illegal character such as ‘|’, and it is suggested not to use pure numbers 

as the protein or gene name in case of unexpected errors in different 
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systems. For the ‘protein sequence file’ and ‘promoter sequence file’, 

T3SEpp requires them to be FASTA-formatted, as exemplified by the 

demonstrated “test.fa” and “testPromoter.fa” files (Fig 1). 

    
Fig 1. Input sequence file format – FASTA, name consistency 

The files ‘PSORTb.out.txt’, ‘SignalP.out.txt’ and ‘TMHMM.out.txt’ are 

optional and generated by submitting the ‘protein sequence file’ to 

PSORTb 3.0, SignalP 4.1 and TMHMM 2.0 webserver, respectively. The 

links for the three tools are listed as below: 

PSORTb: https://www.psort.org/psortb/index.html 

SignalP: https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?SignalP-4.1 

TMHMM: https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?TMHMM-2.0 

‘Short Format (tab delimited)’, ‘Short – no graphics’ and ‘One line per 

protein’ are selected as the output format of PSROTb, SignalP and 

TMHMM, respectively. The file format for ‘PSORTb.out.txt’, 

‘SignalP.out.txt’ and ‘TMHMM.out.txt’ are shown in Fig 2. Once 

generated, the files are moved into ~/T3SEpp/. For this demonstration, 

“testPSORTb.txt”, “testSignalP.txt” and “testTMHMM.txt” are the 

example files of ‘PSORTb.out.txt’, ‘SignalP.out.txt’ and ‘TMHMM.out.txt’ 

respectively.    
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Fig 2. Input file format of PSORTb, SignalP and TMHMM prediction 

After the input files have been prepared, get into ~/T3SEpp/ through 

command line: 

$ cd  ~/T3SEpp/ 

 

5) Running T3SEpp in one command line:   

$ perl  T3SEpp.pl  -prot  test.fa   -prom  testProm.fa  

   -psortb  testPSORTb.txt   -signalp   testSignalP.txt  

   -tmhmm  testTMHMM.txt   -cutoff  0.2   

 

The arguments are explained as below: 

-prot  PRPTEIN_SEQUENCE_FILE_TO_BE_PREDICTED Necessary 

-prom  PROMOTER_SEQUENCE_FILE      Optional 

-psortb  PSORTb_PREDICTION_FILE      Optional 

-signalp  SIGNALP_PREDICTION_FILE      Optional 

-tmhmm  TMHMM_PREDICTION_FILE      Optional 

-cutoff  CUSTOMIZED_CUTOFF (DEFAULT:0.5)    Optional 

 

6) Output file format:   

The prediction results are listed in ~/T3SEpp/Results/. ‘T3SEpp.out.txt’ gives 

the overall prediction results of the integrated pipeline, while the other files 

provide the detailed results from different modules (Fig 3). 
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Fig 3. Prediction result files and their details 

‘T3SEpp.out.txt’ summarizes the prediction results of different modules, the 

general prediction scores and the classification according to the customized or 

default (0.5) cutoff (Fig 4). 

 
Fig 4. The final prediction result of T3SEpp 

 

3. Manual of T3SEppML  

The module T3SEppML can also be run independently to screen the 

proteins with the atypical signal features of T3SEs. 

 

1) System requirement: Linux or Mac. 

 

2) Software or package prerequisites: The following software or 

packages should be pre-installed and configured into environmental 
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variable path. Note that in Linux system, the Tensorflow needs to be 

activated before running T3SEpp (source  /root/tensorflow/bin/activate). 

 

Perl 5  

R version 3.3 or later 

Python3 

*GO (version 1, if source code compilation needed) 

Numpy 1.18.1 

Pandas 0.25.3 

Tensorflow 1.3.0 

Keras 2.1.2 

argparse  

 

3) Download and installation of T3SEppML:  

The T3SEppML module for Linux or Mac system could be downloaded 

from the website: http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp.  

Decompress the “T3SEppML.tar.gz” and get into ~/T3SEppML/ from 

terminal. If the pre-compiled version does not work, try to re-compile 

the GO scripts in ~/T3SEppML/SeqAac/codes/ and replace the binary 

files in  ~/T3SEppML/SeqAac/bin with the newly compiled ones. 

Compiling GO scripts: 

$ cd  ~/T3SEppML/SeqAac/bin 

$ go  build  ../codes/xxx.go 

“xxx.go” is the script in ~/T3SEppML/SeqAac/codes/. Compile all the 

scripts.  

 

4) Running flBlast in command lines:   

$ cd  ~/T3SEppML/ 

$ perl  T3SEppML.pl  test.fa 

Input file should be a FASTA-formatted protein sequence file, as 

exemplified by “test.fa”. The protein name should neither be separated 

by space nor be with illegal characters such as "|" or purely numbers. 
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5) Output file format:   

A single prediction result file will be generated named as 

“T3SEppML.out.txt”. The format of the prediction result file is shown in 

Fig 5, containing 3 columns, protein ID, the scores of six models, and 

the classification with default cutoff of each model, where “1” means 

“T3S signal” and “0” means “non-T3S signal”. 

 

Fig 5. T3SEppML prediction result file format 

 

Except for the T3SEdl, we do not provide independent manual for the 

other machine learning models in this version of UserGuide. However, 

they can still be run independently.   
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4. Manual of T3SEdl  

The module T3SEdl can also be run independently to screen the 

proteins with the atypical signal features of T3SEs with two 

deep-learning models: T3SEdnn and T3SErnn. 

 

1) System requirement: Linux / Mac / Windows. 

 

2) Software or package prerequisites: The following software or 

packages should be pre-installed and configured into environmental 

variable path. Note that in Linux system, the Tensorflow needs to be 

activated before running T3SEpp (source  /root/tensorflow/bin/activate). 

 

Python3 

Numpy 1.18.1 

Pandas 0.25.3 

Tensorflow 1.3.0 

Keras 2.1.2 

argparse  

 

3) Download and installation of T3SEdl:  

The T3SEdl module could be downloaded from the website: 

http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp. Decompress the “T3SEdl.tar.gz” and 

get into ~/ T3SEdl/ from terminal. 

 

4) Running T3SEdl in command lines:   

i) Predict with T3SEdnn: 

$ python3  T3SEdl.py  -t  test.fa  –m  DNN 

 

ii) Predict with T3SEdnn: 

$ python3  T3SEdl.py  -t  test.fa  –m  CNN_LSTM 
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Input file should be a FASTA-formatted protein sequence file, as 

exemplified by “test.fa”, with each protein sequence 100-aa length 

(N-terminal 2-101 amino acids from each candidate protein) in one line. 

The protein name should neither be separated by space nor be with 

illegal characters such as "|" or purely numbers. 

 

5) Output file format:   

Either ‘DNN’ or ‘CNN_LSTM’ mode generates a “result.csv” file, curating 

the T3SEdnn or T3SErnn prediction results, respectively. The result file 

contains three columns: ID – the name of protein to be predicted, Score 

and Class (‘1’ – T3S signal or ‘0’ – non-T3S signal). The default cutoff for 

classification is set as ‘0.5’, i.e., >= 0.5 – T3S signal, < 0.5 – non-T3S 

signal. 
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5. Manual of flBlast  

The module flBlast can also be run independently to screen the proteins 

with homology to validated T3SEs. 

 

1) System requirement: Linux or Mac or Windows. 

 

2) Software or package prerequisites: The following software or 

packages should be pre-installed and configured into environmental 

variable path. 

 
*GO (version 1, if source code compilation needed) 

BLAST suite version 2.2.30+  

 

3) Download and installation of flBlast:  

The flBlast module for Linux or Mac system could be downloaded from 

the website: http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp.  

Decompress the “flBlast.tar.gz” and get into ~/flBlast/ from terminal. 

There are three sub-folders and a testing file (Fig 6). The flBlast scripts 

have been precompiled and put in ~/flBlast/bin/. Users can also compile 

the source code in ~/flBlast/codes/ and place the binary file in 

~/flBlast/bin/: 

$ cd  ~/flBlast/bin 

$ go  build  ../codes/xxx.go 

“xxx.go” is the script in ~/flBlast/codes/. Compile all the scripts. 

 
Fig 6. The folder organization of flBlast module 
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4) Running flBlast in command lines:   

$ cd  ~/flBlast/ 

$ blastp -query test.fa  

  -db ./database/Validated_effectors_20160311 -evalue 1e-5 

  -outfmt 6 -out blast.1.txt 

$ ./bin/bestpicker blast.1.txt  >blast.2.txt  

$ ./bin/simcovfilter  ./database/Validated_effectors_20160311.length 

  ./database/Validated_effectors_20160311.family  

  ./database/Validated_effectors_20160311.function  blast.2.txt  

  >flBlast.out.txt 

Input file should be a FASTA-formatted protein sequence file, as 

exemplified by “test.fa”. The protein name should neither be separated 

by space nor be with illegal characters such as "|" or purely numbers. 

 

5) Output file format:   

Three files were output and the “flBlast.out.txt” file designated by user 

contains the final prediction results. The result file has eight columns, 

representing candidate protein name, the most significantly 

homologous hit, effector family, functional group, length coverage and 

similarity for the covered regions (Fig 7). 

 

Fig 7. flBlast prediction result file format 
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6. Manual of sigHMM  

The module sigHMM can also be run independently to screen the 

proteins with conserved T3S signal sequences. 

 

1) System requirement: Linux or Mac. 

 

2) Software or package prerequisites: The following software or 

packages should be pre-installed and configured into environmental 

variable path. 

 

*GO (version 1, if source code compilation needed) 

HMMER3.1 

 

3) Download and installation of sigHMM:  

The sigHMM module for Linux or Mac system could be downloaded from 

the website: http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp.  

Decompress the “sigHMM.tar.gz” and get into ~/sigHMM/ from 

terminal. There are four sub-folders and a testing file (Fig 8). The 

sigHMM script has been precompiled and put in ~/sigHMM/bin/. Users 

can also compile the source code in ~/sigHMM/codes/ and place the 

binary file in ~/sigHMM/bin/: 

$ cd  ~/sigHMM/bin 

$ go  build  ../codes/xxx.go 

“xxx.go” is the script in ~/sigHMM/codes/. Compile all the scripts. 

 
Fig 8. The folder organization of sigHMM module 
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4) Running effectHMM in one command line:   

$ cd  ~/sigHMM/ 

$ ./bin/sigHMM  hmmsearch  ./hmmprofile  test.fa  out  >test.out.txt 

Input file should be a FASTA-formatted protein sequence file, as 

exemplified by “test.fa”. The protein name should neither be separated 

by space nor be with illegal characters such as "|" or purely numbers. 

 

5) Output file format:   

The predictions were output into the result file with self-designated 

name, e.g., “test.out.txt” in this example (Fig 9, left), with two columns 

(Fig 9, right). The first column lists the names of proteins to be 

predicted, and the second column gives the prediction results: ‘-’ 

represents no hit while ‘SigFAM_NUMBER_N50’ indicates the T3S 

signal family profile that the predicted protein contains. 

     

Fig 9. sigHMM prediction results and output file format 
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7. Manual of effectHMM  

The module effectHMM can also be run independently to screen the 

proteins with known effector domains. 

 

1) System requirement: Linux or Mac. 

 

2) Software or package prerequisites: The following software or 

packages should be pre-installed and configured into environmental 

variable path. 

 

*GO (version 1, if source code compilation needed) 

HMMER3.1 

 

3) Download and installation of effectHMM:  

The effectHMM module for Linux or Mac system could be downloaded 

from the website: http://www.szu-bioinf.org/T3SEpp.  

Decompress the “effectHMM.tar.gz” and get into ~/effectHMM/ from 

terminal. There are four sub-folders and a testing file (Fig 10). The 

effectHMM script has been precompiled and put in ~/effectHMM/bin/. 

Users can also compile the source code in ~/effectHMM/codes/ and 

place the binary file in ~/effectHMM/bin/: 

$ cd  ~/effectHMM/bin 

$ go  build  ../codes/xxx.go 

“xxx.go” is the script in ~/effectHMM/codes/. Compile all the scripts. 

 

Fig 10. The folder organization of effectHMM module 
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4) Running effectHMM in one command line:   

$ cd  ~/effectHMM/ 

$ ./bin/effectHMM  hmmsearch  ./hmmprofile  test.fa  out  >test.out.txt 

Input file should be a FASTA-formatted protein sequence file, as 

exemplified by “test.fa”. The protein name should neither be separated 

by space nor be with illegal characters such as "|" or purely numbers. 

 

5) Output file format:   

The predictions were output into the result file with self-designated 

name, e.g., “test.out.txt” in this example (Fig 11, left), with two columns 

(Fig 11, right). The first column lists the names of proteins to be 

predicted, and the second column gives the prediction results: ‘-’ 

represents no hit while ‘Effector_FAM_NUMBER’ indicates the effector 

domain family that the predicted protein belongs to. 

     
Fig 11. effectHMM prediction results and output file format 

 


